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Executive Summary
The retail industry is in the process of undergoing major change. Historically big box
brick and mortar strategies have dominated, but this is changing in the age of impatience and
instant gratification. As consumers want items more conveniently, online retail has taken hold
with no semblance of anticipated decline. At the forefront of this transformation are two industry
giants: Walmart and Amazon. Walmart finds itself on the side of brick and mortar with 11,718
physical retail locations worldwide. Amazon is dominating the online retail space with control of
a staggering 44% of all US e-commerce sales in 2017. These equally powerful yet opposing
forces seem to have come to a realization. Walmart has determined that a purely brick and
mortar strategy will not suffice and there must be a major focus on expanding e-commerce.
Amazon has come to the realization that a pure e-commerce play will not be as effective as a
mixed approach and is working into the brick and mortar space. As each giant finds itself on
opposite sides of the spectrum they seek to reach the ideal equilibrium between physical and
online retail, and acquisitions have been the remedy of choice.
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Retail Strategy Overview: Walmart & Amazon
The retail industry is in the process of undergoing major change. Historically big box
brick and mortar strategies have dominated, but this is changing in the age of impatience and
instant gratification. As consumers want items more conveniently, online retail has taken hold
with no semblance of anticipated decline.
At the forefront of this transformation are two industry giants: Walmart and Amazon.
Walmart finds itself on the side of brick and mortar with 11,718 physical retail locations
worldwide. (Our Locations). According to Reuters on October 31, 1969 Walmart was
incorporated. The company is engaged in the retail space, wholesale through it’s Sam’s Club
division and other units through different variations and subsidiaries around the globe. The
Company offers an assortment of merchandise and services using their everyday low-price
mantra. The Company operates through three segments: Walmart U.S., Walmart International
and Sam's Club. The Walmart U.S. segment includes the Company's mass merchant concept, in
the form of supercenters, in the United States operating under the Walmart brands, as well as
digital retail. The Walmart International segment consists of the Company's operations outside of
the United States, including various retail Websites. The Sam's Club segment includes the
warehouse membership clubs in the United States, as well as samsclub.com.” (Walmart Inc).
Inversely, Amazon is dominating the online retail space with control of a staggering 44%
of all US e-commerce sales in 2017. (Amazon grabbed). According to Reuters, on May 28, 1996
Amazon.com was incorporated. “The company offers a range of products and services through
its Websites. The Company operates through three segments: North America, International and
Amazon Web Services. The Company's products include merchandise and content that it
purchases for resale from vendors and those offered by third-party sellers. It also manufactures
and sells electronic devices.” (Amazon.com Inc).
These equally powerful yet opposing forces seem to have come to a realization. Walmart
has determined that a purely brick and mortar strategy will not suffice and there must be a major
focus on expanding e-commerce. Amazon has come to the realization that a pure e-commerce
play will not be as effective as a mixed approach and is working into the brick and mortar space.
As each giant finds itself on opposite sides of the spectrum they seek to reach the ideal
equilibrium between physical and online retail.
Walmart has an advantage in having unparalleled physical capital in the form of its many
stores while Amazon has taken a substantial lead in marketing its e-commerce and securing
market share. As it has become apparent that a mixed approach to retail is going to be the future
each has taken to closing its respective gaps between brick and mortar and e-commerce.
Acquisitions have been the remedy of choice.
In an effort to bridge the gap between brick and mortar and e-commerce Walmart has
acquired Jet.com in August 2016, Shoebuy in January 2017, Moosejaw in February
2017, Modcloth in March 2017, Bonobos in June 2017, and Parcel in September 2017.
(Walmart's Been). Jet.com is an online retail site that utilizes dynamic pricing algorithms to
optimize the pricing of baskets of online items with the price declining with larger basket sizes.
(Rosenblum, P.). Shoebuy is an online e-commerce platform specializing in shoes, Moosejaw is
an outdoor apparel retailer, Modcloth acts as an online womenswear site, Bonobos is a direct-toconsumer premium menswear brand, and Parcel is a last-mile delivery startup. (Walmart's Been).
All of these acquisitions either focus on expanding online assortment and market share or
technologies for improving online retail and delivery capabilities.
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On the opposite side of the spectrum Amazon has made a significant acquisition into the
brick and mortar space in the form of Whole Foods Markets in August 2017. (Thomas, L.).
Amazon has also made significant acquisitions throughout its lifetime as it became the most
dominant player in the e-commerce space. Amazon is no stranger to acquisitions, with at least 82
purchases since 2009 including most notably Audible, an online audiobook retailer in January
2008, LOVEFiLM a European Video streaming site in February 2008, Zappos.com an online
shoe retailer in July 2009, and Souq.com a middle eastern online retailer in March 2017.
(Zaroban, S., & Bloomberg News.). These acquisitions began with a purely online presence until
the major shift into physical stores with the Whole Foods Market purchase. Although Whole
Foods 470 stores pales in comparison to Walmart’s 11,718 it is substantial in bringing forth the
realization that brick and mortar still plays a role in retail and that Amazon is aware with this
being a part of their strategy.
Walmart Acquisitions
As previously stated, Walmart is heavily invested in brick and mortar retail with an urgent push
for furthering their e-commerce capabilities to match the growing trend of online retail. This has
been accomplished through a string of acquisitions that will be analyzed further in depth during
this section.
Walmart acquired Jet.com on September 19th, 2016 for $3.3 billion. According to
Bloomberg, “Jet.com, Inc. operates a smart shopping platform that allows its member to shop
online from various retailers. It enables users to shop products in various categories, such as
household products, health and beauty, grocery, baby, pet supplies, electronics, home and
furniture, appliances, patio and garden, toys and video games, books, music and movies, office
products, automotive, sports and fitness, clothing, shoes and accessories, jewelry and watches,
arts, and crafts and hobbies.” (269314496). Jet.com was an important acquisition for various
reasons. Most importantly was the founder Marc Lore coming onboard with Walmart after the
acquisition. He has previously worked with Amazon after their purchase of his company
Diapers.com and is viewed a leading mind in the online retail space. In addition, the purchase of
Jet.com brought a wider consumer base with Jet’s customers being more closely related in
profile of Amazon shoppers than Walmart shoppers. Plus, Walmart took ownership of Jet’s
proprietary algorithm for pricing which allows consumers to save more with larger basket sizes.
This type of idea falls in line with Walmart’s everyday low-price strategy and will be able to be
implemented on Walmart.com and Sams.com if found necessary. Lastly came a push towards a
new demographic of underserved customers. In the words of Jet’s President, Liza Landsman,
“Jet focuses exclusively on chasing the urban millennial — a slightly more affluent demographic
than the typical Walmart customer — and its initiatives are now viewed through that lens.”
(Green, D.). With Marc Lore and Jet came the drive for further acquisitions in the form of
Shoebuy, Moosejaw, Modcloth, Bonobos, and Parcel.
On December 30th, 2016 Walmart acquired Shoebuy.com for $70 million. Bloomberg
describes the firm by saying, “Shoebuy.com, Inc. engages in the online retail of women, men,
and kid’s footwear, apparel, bags, and accessories in the United States and internationally.”
(9686842). This move by Walmart to buy shoebuy.com, which has recently rebranded as
shoes.com, comes as a strategic move to move into brands that Walmart could typically not
carry. Walmart is seen as a low-price retailer and this serves as a barrier at times. Big name
brands do not want to impede on their image by being sold at Walmart but have no issue being
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sold on platforms such as Jet and Shoes.com. Once again, this is a strong move in that it allows
Walmart to access consumers in which they are under indexed. While Walmart carries very few
high-profile shoe brands, Shoes.com is able to carry a much wider assortment of over 800 brands
including: Birkenstock, Sketchers, Clarks, Adidas, Converse, New Balance, Rockport, Toms,
Lucky Brand, Merrel, Sam Edelman, Timberland, Chaco, Teva, Vans, and Steve Madden. In
Walmart’s own words, “Jet will gain the experience of a well-established ecommerce player in
the footwear industry, who has transformed the online shopping experience for millions of
customers. ShoeBuy brings access to a large assortment of products, strong industry
relationships, and rich content that will further enhance our customer experience.” (Jet
Announces). Walmart’s acquisition spree is all about synergistic forces and the complementation
of its existing businesses.
Moosejaw was acquired by Walmart February 13th, 2017 for $51 million. As stated by
Bloomberg, New Moosejaw, LLC operates as a retailer of apparel and related products. These
products range across all customer types including men, women, and kids. “The company offers
jackets; clothing, such as hoodies, dresses and skirts, pants, shirts and tops, shorts, sweaters,
sweatshirts and pullovers, tees and tank tops, socks, and boxers and briefs; footwear, such as
boots, insulated boots, sandals, shoes, slippers, socks, and waterproof; and hike and camp, such
as tents, backpacks, sleeping bags and pads, camp kitchen, hiking clothing and footwear,
lighting, water bottles, camp furniture, and camp accessories.” In addition Moosejaw also offers
climbing, fitness, water sports, travel, and snow products. It sells products through retail store
and online. (22742959). Walmart says, “Apparel and accessories is now the number one category
for digital commerce, according to comScore, and we gain the experience of another wellestablished e-commerce player, this time in the active outdoor category.” (Walmart Announces).
Moosejaw was seen as an attractive acquisition because of previously discussed elements of
assortment of products and also the benefit of an independent design team that operates in the
outdoor space. This team will be able to revamp Walmart’s outdoor and camping section in
physical stores as well as strengthen its online portfolio of products. Some easily recognizable
brands that were previously absent in Walmart’s portfolio that came onboard with this purchase
of Moosejaw are: The North Face, Patagonia, Columbia, Under Armour, Sorel, Osprey, Oakley,
and Spyder. (North Face). With this expansion of brands, it is simple in relating this purchase
strategy to the synergies provided in the earlier purchase of Shoes.com. The Detroit Free Press
states, “Over the long term, Wal-Mart, hopes to leverage the privately held Michigan retailer's
online sales knowledge and marketing of apparel and accessories and open opportunities for
Moosejaw suppliers to expand their reach on Wal-Mart sites.” (Witsil, F.).
Modcloth is a firm that Walmart acquired March 17th, 2017 for between $50 million and
$75 million. According to Bloomberg, “ModCloth, Inc. engages in the retail and online retail of
apparel for women internationally. It provides dresses, tops, bottoms, swimwear, shoes,
accessories, home and gifts, and wedding products. The company also designs and produces a
line of apparel in a range of sizes.” (98339425). This purchase that is once again about more than
just buying a company, but also buying is customer base. Forbes says, “With each acquisition,
Walmart strategically buys new customers. It's part of the company's overall strategy to grow
digital sales and grow their customer base.” (Heller, L.). Walmart is aware of its customer base
and is aggressively pushing into under-indexed areas in an attempt to stifle the dominance of
Amazon in online retail. There has been a recent push by Walmart to improve it’s clothing
selection in store with the retirement and refreshment of many older Walmart brands.
Acquisitions like this will lend the team greater insight to popular and upcoming clothing that
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may be implemented into new Walmart private clothing brands. Walmart acknowledges,
“Walmart was attracted to ModCloth for several reasons, including its strong social media
presence, highly engaged community and the way its brand has developed a reputation for
inclusiveness — ranging from body positivity to lifestyle inclusiveness to size diversity.”
(Lunden, I., & Perez, S.). Modcloth serves as the female side of this strategy and the next
acquisition of Bonobos is the male counterpart acquisition.
Bonobos was acquired by Walmart on June 16th, 2017 for $310 million. (Walmart to
Acquire). Bloomberg’s company overview reads that “Bonobos, Inc. offers pants and shorts,
shirts, suiting, sweaters and outwears, shoes, and accessories for men. It provides sport shirts;
pants and shorts in various categories, such as washed chinos, non-iron, game day chinos, bull
denim, stretch cotton, dress cotton, corduroy, wool, shorts, and swim; wrinkle-free, dress,
oxford, polo, and T shirts; summer suiting, suits, blazers, ties, and black ties; sweaters and
outwears; and shoes in various categories, such as dress, casual, boots, slip-ons, stormy skies,
flip flops, and boat shoes. The company also provides sunglasses, umbrellas, belts, bags,
neckwear, underwear, socks, watches, and wallets. It sells its products online.” This wide variety
of items fits perfectly into Walmart’s strategy of increasing assortment. (58222435). In its press
release concerning the acquisition, Walmart describes Bonobos further in saying, “Bonobos is a
clothing brand focused on delivering great fit, excellent customer experience, and a fun approach
to menswear. Launched online in 2007 with its signature line of better-fitting men's pants,
Bonobos is one of the leading apparel brands ever built on the web in the United States. In 2011
Bonobos extended offline, launching Bonobos Guideshops, e-commerce stores that deliver
personalized, one-to-one service to those wanting to experience the brand in person. To date,
Bonobos has 35 Guideshops across the United States. In 2012, Bonobos expanded its distribution
partnering with Nordstrom, bringing Bonobos apparel into all 118-doors nationwide and to
Nordstrom.com.” (Walmart to Acquire). The products offered by Bonobos compliment the
acquisition of ModCloth very well, so it comes as no surprise to see the purchase only months
later. This combination targets a younger higher income consumer in comparison to the average
Walmart shopper and is a direct jab at Amazon’s consumer base. The firm also brings with it an
expertise in customer service which is something Walmart’s founder, Sam Walton, was very
focused on. Business Insider explains, while Bonobos could be putting money toward traditional
marketing campaigns, they instead choose to focus that money towards bettering the customer
experience. The company believes that by keeping current customers happy, that will increase
their number of customers rather than the traditional format of essentially purchasing customers
through advertisements. “By investing in customer satisfaction, they get the rewards of
traditional branding in the end, but build their company on top of steadier, more reliable
customers, a well-earned reputation, and the best marketing of all — personal testimonials from
friends and acquaintances.” This business model works to increase customer satisfaction while
also keeping profits in line with analyst and shareholder expectations. (Leighton, M.).
While these previously mentioned acquisitions have all added value in various respects,
Walmart also found it imperative to attack Amazon’s lead in delivery capabilities. It is no secret
that Amazon Prime members receive free two-day shipping on all orders. Walmart has countered
with free two-day shipping on orders over $35, but this is a game of cash drain. It is fairly simple
to get a truckload of goods from a major city to smaller rural areas, but it becomes much more
difficult to get those goods from the rural shipping center to each individual household. That is
the issue of last-mile delivery. With Amazon losing seven billion dollars in shipping in 2017, it is
no surprise that Walmart made the acquisition of Parcel. (Bishop, T.). Parcel was acquired by
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Walmart on October 3rd 2017 for less than $10 million. As reported by Nasdaq, Walmart is doing
everything in itsd power to stay relevant in the delivery space. This sheds light on Walmarts
purchase of Parcel for $10 million. Their capabilities will go a long way in ensuring Walmart is
able to keep pace with Amazon. “New York-based Parcel is a last-mile 24/7 delivery service
which specializes in same-day delivery for perishable and non-perishable products. This will
thus aid the retail giant to compete with e-commerce biggie Amazon.com, Inc. in delivering
everyday items as well as food and groceries from Walmart and Jet.com.” (Z.). It is logistics
services such as Parcel that Walmart hopes to use to unlock the secret to last-mile delivery. This
firm has been profitably delivering same day items much in the same way as Amazon has in
various metropolitan areas around the United States. This also works handily with the Jet.com
acquisition seeing that they serve a high number of urban consumers and have already began to
tackle these issues that come with that niche. Business Insider acknowledges this in stating,
“everything about Jet is designed and implemented with that in mind, from its checkout and
shopping experiences to initiatives to get packages to people who rent apartments in buildings
without security guards to receive them. For the latter, Jet partnered with the startup Latch to
install keyless systems for delivery workers to enter apartment buildings and leave packages.”
(Green, D.). Walmart understands that it must match Amazon’s capabilities if it hopes to remain
competitive and potentially overcome Amazon’s early e-commerce advantages.
Amazon Acquisitions
Amazon began its exponential growth into the world’s largest online retailer by a string
of high profile e-commerce centric purchases before shifting focus and taking big box retailers
such as Walmart head on with the brick and mortar play in the form of an acquisition of Whole
Foods Markets. The most notable of these purchases by Amazon and finally the game changing
acquisition of Whole Foods markets will be analyzed further in the section.
Audible was acquired by Amazon in January of 2008 for 300 million dollars during
Amazon’s push further into e-books as the first disruptive wave in the ecommerce space. This
company proved to be highly beneficial in that effort as Bloomberg highlights its capabilities in
the description, “Audible, Inc. provides digital spoken audio information and entertainment
services. The Company offers digital edition books, newspapers, magazines, television,
programming, and radio for personal computers, compact disks, and mobile devices. Audible
serves customers worldwide.” (Audible Inc). This move by Amazon made perfect sense as at the
time it was in competition with Apple and this broadened their assortment of audio books.
Reuters mentions, Amazon has pushed further into this space with the release of its Kindle Ereader. (Paul, F.). Audible served as the ideal source of quick content for the Kindle which began
to solidify Amazon as a powerful player in all things e-commerce.
LOVEFiLM was the next firm in Amazon’s sights being purchased for $315 million
shortly after Audible in February of 2008. As put by Bloomberg in its company description,
“LOVEFiLM International Limited provides film and entertainment subscription services in
Europe. It also offers online DVD rental services ranging from new releases to documentaries to
games; and video games rental and legal film download services. The company offers its
customers to watch movie trailers, red carpet interviews, and book cinema tickets in the United
Kingdom through its online cinema listings engine. It serves its customers in the United
Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.” (Subscribe). Having put up competition
to Apple in the form of expanded content under Audible, LOVEFiLM was a shot at Netflix. The
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Financial Times states, with this e-commerce site providing movie downloads and looking into
the possibility of streaming, this move could serve as a direct competition to Netflix while also
widening Amazon’s repertoire. (Subscribe). There is a recurring theme here in that Amazon will
find opportunities in the market and make plays through acquisition to exploit them. With
LOVEFiLM Amazon once again strengthened its online presence and expanded its portfolio of
products to be distributed.
Amazon acquired Zappos.com in July of 2009 for $1.2 billion. This firm served as a
prime target as it was shaking up the norms of management and business in exactly the way
Amazon was hoping to continue with its own business model. Vault describes the Zappos by
saying, “Zappos.com has become the #1 seller of shoes online by stressing customer service. It
stocks 3 million pairs of shoes, handbags, and apparel and accessories, specializing in more than
1,000 brands that are difficult to find in mainstream shopping malls. Through its website (and
7,000 affiliate partners), Zappos.com distributes stylish and moderately priced footwear to
frustrated and shop-worn customers nationwide.” (Zappos.com). The usage of “shop-worn
customers” serves as insight into Amazon’s strategy of disrupting brick and mortar retail.
Amazon saw this as an opportunity to purchase Zappos’ customer service abilities, leadership,
and unique culture that have now been integrated into the firm. All of these aspects are part of
why Amazon continues its agile dominance in the retail space. Jeff Bezos says, “Zappos is a
customer focused company. We see great opportunities for both companies to learn from each
other and create even better experiences for our customers.” (Amazon.com to).
In expanding its e-commerce presence, Amazon purchased Souq.com in March of 2017
for $580 million. This was a push to expand internationally as Souq is a middle easter online
retailer. More specifically, Bloomberg identifies the company in the description, “Souq.com FZLLC operates an e-commerce platform in the Middle East and North Africa region. It offers
products in the categories of baby and toddler, mobiles and accessories, computers and tablets,
clothing and shoes, watches and jewelry, perfumes and fragrances, and toys and gaming, as well
as TVs, audio, and camera. The company also operates as a marketplace for third party sellers.”
(117039637). This purchase by Amazon was a simple move as Souq had already been described
at the “Amazon of the Middle East” (Lunden, I.). Tech crunch believes that Souq gives Amazon
immediate advantage rather than taking valuable time to build up needed competencies; Souq
brings with it an infrastructure for payments and fulfillment plus a complimentary online market
that works with a large number of outside vendors. (Lunden, I.).
All of these previously mentioned acquisitions helped get Amazon to the point of
dominance in which they find themselves today in regard to the e-commerce space. Much as
Walmart built up super centers very quickly and efficiently, but soon reached the point of
saturation and now must focus on store improvement; Amazon was able to exploit weaknesses in
the market and build up an overwhelming position in online retail but must now move to satisfy
the areas of the market with which they have not penetrated. This is where the next acquisition
comes into play. Walmart realized they could not survive without expanding into online retail.
Amazon realized they could not finish the rise to total dominance without expanding into brick
and mortar retail thus the acquisition of Whole Foods Market.
Amazon acquired Whole Foods Markets in June 2017. “Whole Foods Market is the
world's largest natural foods grocery chain. Founded in 1980, it pioneered the supermarket
concept in natural and organic foods retailing. The company operates more than 470 stores
throughout the US, Canada, and the UK and focuses on organic perishable and prepared
products. It sells private-label items through its 365 Organic Everyday Value and Allegro Coffee
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lines, and offers a variety of non-GMO, vegan and gluten-free foods.”, according to Vault.
(Whole Foods). Amazon is gaining physical capital very quickly with this purchase. Bloomberg
states, “Amazon gets a network of stores where it can implement decades’ worth of experiments
in how people pick, pay for and get groceries delivered. The Whole Foods deal is an
acknowledgment that it can’t build its own physical footprint quickly enough alone. CEO Jeff
Bezos will try to recast Whole Foods’ ailing business, likely starting with upgraded technology,
in much the same he has upended book selling, retailing, newspapers and other industries.”
(Turner, N., Wang, S., & Soper, S.). With Amazon’s focus on speed in delivery it makes sense to
have a physical footprint around the country. Walmart changed the world of logistics with Sam
Walton’s idea of distribution center networking expansion, and Amazon realizes that while twoday delivery is possible with the postal service, one-hour delivery is only possible with more
brick and mortar capital on the ground. The acquisiton and expansion of Whole Foods was the
largest of all discussed acquisitions at $13.7 billion and likely the most synergistic. The Whole
Foods Markets purchase may not have broken into any customer base that Amazon did not
already permeate, but it definitely expanded abilities needed now and into the future as Amazon
continues to expand.
Recent Acquisition News Walmart vs Amazon
The most recent battle between Walmart and Amazon for control of the retail space is in India.
Both retail giants have begun talks to acquire a majority stake in the Indian e-commerce
company Flipkart. As directly defined by Reuters, “Flipkart Online Services, is an India-based
company, which operates as an online retailer. Its products include movies, music, games,
mobiles, cameras, computers, healthcare and personal products, home appliances and electronics,
stationery, perfumes, toys, apparels, and shoes. The Company’s electronic items consists of
mobiles, tablets, mobile accessories, laptops, computer accessories, cameras, camera types and
accessories, camera accessories, audio and video, gaming and consoles, software, personal
appliances, health care devices, and home and kitchen. Its home and kitchen items include home
furnishing, bed, kitchen, bath, living, home appliances, tools and home improvement, and
kitchen appliances. It also provides kids clothing, toys and games, baby care, watches, kids
footwear, men’s and women’s clothing, footwear, sunglasses and grooming products.”
(Company Profile). Walmart is in the advantage when it comes to this race for Flipkart as they
would face the least regulatory hurdles in acquiring the firm. The major issue Walmart would
face is a four-year deal between Flipkart and Ebay that gives Ebay power over all merchandise
until the remaining three years in the deal reach expiration. Recode reports that, “So even if
Walmart gets control of Flipkart, it may not be able to consummate actual merchandise deals
with Flipkart — it seems likely it’ll have to settle this arrangement first. eBay also has the right
to take back control of the eBay India brand name should Flipkart get acquired, according to one
person familiar with the arrangement.” (Rey, J. D.). Regardless of Walmart’s talks or regulatory
hurdles, Amazon is not deterred in their attempt to acquire a majority stake in Flipkart. Inc 42
reports that, “Days after Walmart completed due diligence on Flipkart, global rival Amazon has
reportedly offered a breakup fee of around $1 Bn to $2 Bn to the homegrown ecommerce
unicorn, thus wedging itself in a deal that could potentially catapult Flipkart’s valuation to over
$20 Bn” (Amazon Offers). It will be interesting to follow the negotiations between Flipkart and
these two behemoths as they fight for the online sales in India that are projected to reach $200
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billion by 2026, with that being only a scratch in the surface at 12% of India’s total retail sales.
(Vena, D.).
Stock Price Analysis – Walmart vs Amazon Acquisitions
This section will cover the movement of Walmart stock one month before, during, and
one month after an acquisition by Walmart or Amazon as well as the total percentage change
during that entire period. This analysis will be in chronological order.
Amazon purchased Audible in January 2008. Amazon’s stock price began at $94.31 on
December 3rd, 2007. By January 7th, 2008 it had dropped 10 percentage points from the previous
day to $81.08 before finishing down two percent on February 4th, 2008. The total change for this
time period was a loss of 28 percentage points. This stock depreciation was expected as typically
acquirers stock prices suffer during an acquisition.
In relation to Amazon’s acquisition of Audible, Walmart’s stock price began at $38.03 on
December 3rd, 2007. By January 7th, 2008 it was up four percent from the previous day to
$37.19, before ending down five percent on February 4th, 2008. During this time period the total
price change ended at zero percent. These results are of little surprise considering the first
acquisitions for Amazon during its transition into online retail were not seen as a direct threat to
Walmart. There is an expectation of higher stock movement correlation as Amazon begins to be
seen as a threat to Walmart and Walmart begins to push into Amazon’s e-commerce market.
Amazon acquired ILOVEFiLM in February of 2008. On January 7 th, 2008 the stock price
sat at $81.08. On February 2 nd, 2008 the stock was down two percent on the day before finishing
down one percent on March 3rd, 2008. In total this period’s stock price was down 27 percent.
Once again, this is common during a firm’s period of acquiring another firm and is likely
compounded by the overlapping of this purchase with that of Audible. From one month prior to
the Audible purchase to one month past the purchase of ILOVEFiLM, Amazon had seen a stock
depreciation of 47 percent. While pull backs are common this is definitely a substantial loss for
Amazon during its early stages of movement into the e-commerce space.
During Amazon’s purchase of ILOVEFiLM, Walmart’s stock began at $37.19 on January
7th, 2008. By February 4th, 2008 it was down on the day five percent before finishing March 3 rd,
2008 up four percent on the day. Walmart’s stock had experienced a positive total change of four
percent during the time period. The total change throughout both acquisitions was only two
percent. This lack of correlation between movement in Walmart stock and Amazon’s acquisition
further reinforces the idea that the two firms had yet to be recognized as the competitors they are
today.
The next of Amazon’s acquisitions came in the form of Zappos.com during July 2009.
Amazon stock began at $87.56 on May 25th, 2009 before moving down on the day two percent to
$77.62 on July 6th, 2009. By August 3rd, 2009, the stock price had risen to $85.32 for a total
period price change of plus nine percentage points. As compared to the previous acquisitions, it
seems that this purchase was taken more positively by the market. Amazon had begun to find its
niche and was strengthening it with firms that analyst believed to make sense.
In comparison, Walmart’s stock had begun at $39.87 on May 25 th, 2009 and by August
third had made very little changes ending at $39.51 on August 3rd, 2009 for a total price change
of negative two percent. While Walmart stock did see a small price reaction during this
acquisition period, it was insignificant and seems to lack the direct correlation of perceived direct
competitors.
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Walmart made the next acquisition in August of 2016 when it purchased Jet.com.
Walmart’s stock price began on July 4th, 2016 at $70.56. By August 1st, 2016 it had moved only
slightly before finishing at $67.63 on September 5th, 2016 for a total price change during the
period of negative four percent. Looking at the data it seems like this acquisition slightly boosted
the price before dipping back down and leveling out. The markets act as if they were not so
impressed with the Jet.com acquisition despite Walmart’s attempts to market it as a significant
push into e-commerce. It seems that it has over time greatly benefited Walmart with the gain of
Jet.com CEO Marc Lore and his push for further acquisitions, but these long-term gains were not
acknowledged at the time.
At this time on July 4th, 2016 Amazon stock was trading at $745.81. By August 1 st, 2016
the stock had risen to $765.98 before finishing on September 5th, 2016 at $760.14. For the entire
period of the acquisition this was only a total movement of two percent. While it would be
expected that an acquisition of this size by Walmart would negatively impact the stock of
Amazon it seems that the markets felt that Walmart had more to prove beyond the purchase of
Jet.com. This matches the little market reaction felt on the Walmart stock side of this transaction.
Walmart made the next string of purchases when it bought Shoeboy.com in January of
2017, Moosejaw in February of 2017, and Modcloth In March of 2017. On December 5 th, 2016
Walmart’s stock price was at $67.43. By the purchase of Moosejaw, it has dropped slightly to
around $65.91 before ending up on April 3rd, 2017 to $71.16. During this period of intense
acquisition, it is positive for Walmart to see a change from December 5th, 2017 to April 3rd, 2018
of positive five percent. While this analysis is at a weekly level that may miss daily changes, it
would be expected that large announcements of multiple acquisitions may influence the stock
price negatively. Five percent can be interpreted as significant, and it is important to remember
that these acquisitions came as a major shift in strategy for Walmart. As organic growth had
slowed, and Amazon solidified their position in the e-commerce market there was little choice
but to expand online retail through expansion. An element of this price change may have also
been the acquisition of Souq.com by Amazon in March 2017.
Amazon acquired Souq.com in March of 2017. The stock price of Amazon on February
th
6 , 2017 was $827.46. This was a significant increase from the price of $768.66 in the month
leading up to Walmart’s acquisition of Shoebuy.com, and the trend continued April 3rd, 2017
when Amazon’s stock price was at $894.88. That was a growth of eight percent for the period of
one month prior to the Souq purchase until one month after, and an even more significant
increase of fourteen percent for the period beginning one month prior to Walmart’s purchase of
Shoebuy until a month after the Souq deal. While the news of acquisition accomplished
moderate levels of elevation for Walmart’s stock price during this period, it is obvious that the
market looked at this deal with admiration. Amazon had made a big play internationally and the
market rewarded shareholders accordingly.
Walmart acquired the firm Bonobos in June 2017. On May 1 st, 2017 the price of Walmart
stock was at $74.68. This price saw little change for the duration of the acquisition with the price
hitting $78.04 on June 5th, 2017 and ending at $74.25 on July 3rd, 2017. This period was a total
change of around negative one percent and it was apparent the market did not reward Walmart
for its acquisition efforts. There looks to be a hesitance in the markets to believe that Walmart
can compete with Amazon in the e-commerce space.
In the period of time during the Bonobos acquisition, starting May 5 th, 2017 Amazon
stock was at $394.15. By June 5th, 2017 the price had reached $978.31 and finished at $978.76
on July 3rd, 2017. While Walmart stock had depreciated around negative one percent during this
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period Amazon stock had appreciated around five percent. This could have been a jab by the
market at Walmart or early market movement as rumors leaked about the upcoming Whole
Foods Markets acquisition.
Whole Foods Markets was acquired by Amazon in August 2017. On July 3rd, 2017 the
price of Amazon stock was at $978.76. By August 7th, 2017 it had depreciated to $967.99 and
continued this trend down to $965.90 on September 4th, 2017. That was a depreciation of around
one percent. As the stock had appreciated substantially in the months before this, the period
chosen may have missed the positive market reaction for this deal, this movement may have been
influenced by the end of the Bonobos Acquisition, the beginning of the Parcel acquisition, or
even a hesitance by the market to buy into Amazon’s ability to turn Whole Foods into a viable
brick and mortar retail weapon against Walmart.
During this period of the Whole Foods acquisition, Walmart saw its stock begin on July
rd
3 , 2017 at $74.03. By August 8th, 2017 it had improved position to $79.01 and pulled back
slightly into September 4th, 2017 ending at $78.00. For this period that was a total change in
price of positive five percent in comparison to Amazon’s depreciation of one percent during that
same time. This stock movement is peculiar in that most media seemed to take the Amazon
Whole Foods purchase in a positive light, but the markets felt differently at this point in time in a
manner similar to the dampened reaction to Walmart’s Jet.com purchase.
Lastly, Walmart acquired Parcel in September of 2017. On August 7th, 2017 the Stock
price of Walmart was at $79.01 but had slipped to $78.00 by September 4th, 2017. The price
finished strong on October 9th, 2017 at $85.65. From period beginning to end Walmart stock had
strengthened eight percent in the period. This is one of the largest gains found in the acquisition
analysis and shows two things. First that the market agrees with Walmart in that last mile
delivery technology will be imperative in competing with amazon, and also that looking forward
at the data that a bull market was on the move in the months to come.
Amazon stock during this period began at $967.99 on August 8th, 2017 before pulling
back to $965.90 on September 4th, 2017. This was short lasted as the stock recovered to
$1002.94 on October 9th, 2017. This was a solid time span for Amazon with prices improving
three percent over the period. Once again this was likely the beginning of the bull market forces
seen through the data in the coming months.
Conclusion
The retail environment will continue to undergo change. While this is the case both
Walmart and Amazon will have to continue to advance and adapt to market forces. While
Walmart pushes to loosen Amazon’s strangle hold on the e-commerce space, Amazon will fight
into the brick and mortar aspect of retail. In retail there are two sides to the spectrum: all brick
and mortar and all online. The correct strategy is somewhere in the middle. The advantage in this
battle between the industry giants Walmart and Amazon is difficult to define. It will come down
to where the customer’s ultimate preference ends up on the retail spectrum. Walmart’s brick and
mortar dominance may serve little good if retail shifts primarily to online. Similarly, Amazon’s
e-commerce dominance will mean very little if difficulties arise and brick and mortar become
supreme once again.
Analysis of the stock prices during the period of these acquisitions paint an interesting
tale. In the beginning the market doubted Amazon, but as its dominance grew it was simple to
see a trend of market trust. By the time Walmart had begun its acquisition spree it seemed that
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the market had discounted their ability to compete with Amazon online and saw it more as a
game of catch up. This makes perfect sense when looking at how the market has chosen to value
the two companies. From the first analyzed acquisition until the last, Amazon stock appreciated
1494.56%. In comparison, Walmart stock appreciated 131.21%. There is no doubt that this will
continue to be an ever-changing battle between industry titans as acquisitions and strategy take
the forefront as the world waits to see who will control the retail industry.
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